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RANDOM MEASURES ON A LOGIC
In the present paper the notion of a random measure on a logic will be studied and some results regarding the existence of random measures will be proved. This notion allows ue to introduce random processes into the theory of quantum logics, which seems to be useful for the measurement theory of noncompatible observables as well as for the methods in experimental designs [7] of generalized probability models. -305 -is an observable, Two observables x and y are compatible and we write x<-»y if x(E)<->y(F), E.FeBl^). We denote by 6 (x) the smallest closed set E such that x(E) =1. An observable is said to be simple if 6(x) = {^-j » 
Preliminary notes
then z is called a random measure of the first kind (abbrevation random measure, only in the second and third section).
If z is a random measure on measure logic (L,m) we may define a map 14) (stochastic integral) from L~(m) into L 0 { P) p ? such that m(x ) = E(q) (x)), as we shall see in the following lemma.
(ii) wlcify) =oiip(x), oceR-j;
(iii) if x,y are simple compatible observables, then
Proof.
(i) Let x be a simple observable, then Let now xeL2(m), then for f(t) = t; X j (t J we have x = fox and f e L^fi^Bt^ ),mx) = L2(mx). Hence there is a sequenoe of simple functions |'fflj. c L2(n^) such that x(E) =h(f" 1 (E.)), Ee ) and f is essentially unique in the sense that if g is any 9-measurable function such that x(E) = h(g~1(E)), then h({wen » f(u) 4 g(w)}) = 0.
We define a state m on L by m(a) = m(a), aeL, and a probability measure P on 9 by P(A) = m(h(A)), keg , It is easy to see that xeL 2 (m) iff xeL 2 (m) iff feL 2 (n,p,p) and, moreover, m(x 2 ) = m(x 2 ) = E(f 2 ).
Prom the above it follows that for any aeL there is A e p such that
and A is unique a.e.
[p]. Therefore we may define a map z on (L,m) by the subscription: to the element aeL we assign the class of equivalenoy with the in L 2 (P), that is. we have n n llz(a) Conversely, if for Km (3.4) holds, then there is a measure spaoe (n,9,P) and a centred Gaussian process {z(a),aeL} with the covariance function equal to Km(.,.) [6] . It is easy to see that a map zt ai-» z(a) is a random measure of the first kind for (L,m).
Q E D There is a random measure of the first kind. 
The last equality is a neoessary and sufficient condition for the existence of ra,, . q a q b (iv) It suffices to verify that for P(s,t)=2(z (x(-o® ,s)) z(y(-°o,t))), s,t6R 1f there hold: (i) F(s 1 ,t 1 ) < P(s 2 ,t 2 ) if s^fig, t 1 <t 2 ; (ii) P(s n ,t n ) / P(s,t) if s n /s, t n /t; (iii) lira F(s,t) = 1, lim P(s,t) = 0; (iv) if s 1 <s 2 , S , t-'oo S , t --oo t 1 <t 2 , then P(s 2 ,t 2 ) -P(s 1f t 2 ) -P(s 2 ,t 1 ) + Ffs^t^O, -315 -Henca these conditions imply that there is a unique probability measure ^ on BiRg) such that P(e,t) = (i((-oo,s)x x(-°°,t)) for any s,teE1 and, consequently, ^ (Exp) = = «WS)aj(P)|.
Q.E.D. 
-316 -Remark 4.4. From Theorem 3.3 it follows that if z is random measure of the first kind, then it is one of the second kind, too. The converse implication in general does not hold, (see Theorems 5.4, 5.6).
Finally, we observe that if there is a random measure z of the second kind on a measure logic (L,m), then we may define the stochastic integral ^ for z Mx) = / x dz) in the same v/ay as in the.second section. It may be shown, too s that <t > has analogical properties to those above and, especially, there holds if m^y exists, then
(ii) (x,y) m = EMx) <i>(y)). Conversely, if there is a map q> from L 2 (m) into some Gaussian subspace Hcl^injj.P) [6] for which there holds (5.1), then there is a unique random measure zs L -* H such that (x) = /x dz, xeL 2 (m). Proof.
Gaussian random measures
The first part of the proposition follows from the above (Lemmas 2.3 and 3.5).
On the other hand, let us put z(a) = v(q Q ), ae L. It is Indeed, let us put Mt = 1/2 t 2 T, teR,, and VE(t! = = exp(-t 2 /2 tr(TE)), Then {Mt, t s P^ j satisfies (cx^ -(¿') in [5] . From the equality w (t..,,..,t, ) = FT <PV (tJ 1 * * * k 1 * j=1 h i 3 are different) we have that ^(E.), j=1,...,k, are independent Gaussian variables, ( f is a Gleason random measure).
